Non-negative sparse coding is a method for decomposing multivariate data into non-negative sparse components. In this paper we briefly describe the motivation behind this t y p e of data representation and its relation to standard sparse coding and nonnegative matrix factorization. We then give a simple yet efficient multiplicative algorithm for 5nding the optimal values of the hidden components. In addition, we show how t h e basis vectors c a n be learned from the observed data. Simulations demonstrate t h e 0-7803-7616-1/M/$17.M) (c) 2002 EEE
effectiveness of the proposed method.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Linear data representations are widely used in signal processing and data analysis. A traditional met,hod of choice for signal representation is of course Fourier analysis, hut also wavelet representations are increasingly being used in a varicty of applications. Both of thcse mcthods havc strong mathcmatical foundations and fast implementations, but thcy share the important drawback that they are not adapted to the particular data being analyzed.
Data-adaptive representations, on the other hand, are representations that are tailored to the statistics of the data. Such representations are learned directly from the observed data by optimizing some measure that quantifies the desired properties of the representation. This class of methods include principal component. analysis (PCA), independent, coniponent analysis (ICA), sparse coding, arid non-negative niat,rix factorization (NMF). Some of t,hese nietbods have their roots in neural computation, but have since been shown to be widely applicable for signal analysis.
In this paper we propose to combine sparse coding and non-negative matrix factorization into nownegative sparse d i n g (NNSC). Again, the motivation comes partly from modeling neural information processing. We believe that, as with previous methods, this technique will be found useful in a more general signal processiug framework.
NON-NEGATIVE SPARSE CODING
Assume that we observe data in the form of a large rmniher of i i d . random vectors xn, titiere n is t,he sample index. Arranging these into the colmnns of a matrix X, then linear decompositions describe this data as X % AS.
The niatrix A is called the mizing nirrttix, and coutains as its columns the baais veetow (features) of the decomposition. The rows of S corrbaiii t,he corresponding hidden components that give the contribution of each basis vectnr in t,he input vectors. Although snme decomposit,ions provide an exact reconstruction of the data (i.e. X = AS) the ones that. we shall consider here are approximative in nature.
In h e a r sparse coding [2? 81, the goal is to find a decomposition in which t,he hidden components are .sparse, meaning that t,hey have probability densitie which are highly peaked at zero and have heavy tails. This basically means that any given input vector can be well represented using only a few significantly non-zero hidden coefficients. Combining the goal of small reconstruction error witti that of sparseness, one can arrive at the following objective function to be minimiwd (2, 81: There is one important problem with this objective: As f typically is a strictly increasing function of the absolute value of its argument (i.e. f ( S I ) > f ( s n ) if arid only if lsll > Isz\), the objective can always be decreased by simply scaling up A and correspondingly scaling down S . This is because setting A := aA and S := is, with a > 1, does not alter the first term in (1) but always decreases the second term. The consequences of this is that optimization of (1) with respect to both A arid S leads to the elemeuts of A growing (in ahsolut,e v a l n~) wit,hout hounds where&% S tends to aero. More importantly, the solution formrl does not depend on the second term of the object,ive <as it, cran always he eliminated by this scaling trick. In other words, some const,raint on the scales of A or S is needed. Olshausen and Field [8] used an adaptive method to ensure that the hidden components had unit variance (effectively fixing the norm of the rows of S), whereas Harpur [l] fixed the norms of the columns of A.
With either of the above scale constraints the objective (1) is well-behaved and its minimization can produce useful decompositions of many types of data. For example, it was shown in [8] that applying this method to image data yielded features closely resembling simple-cell receptive fields in the lj
ESTIMATING THE HIDDEN COMPONENTS
We will first, consider optimizing S, for a given hasis A. As the objective (3) is quadratic: with respect to S, and the set of allowed S (i.e. the set. where Sij 2 0) is convex, we are guaranteed that no suboptimal local minima exist. The global minimuin can be found using, for example, quadrat,ic programming or gradient descent. Gradient descent is quite simple to implement, but convergence can he slow. On the other hand, quadratic prograrnining is much more complicated to implement. To address these concerns, we h m e developed a multiplicative algorithm based on the one introdtired in 171 that is extremely simple to implement and nonetheless seems to be quite efficient. This is given by iterating the following update rule:
Theorem 1 The objective (3) is nonincreasing under the update rule:
wherre .* and ./ denote elementwise mnltiplication and division (respectiuely), and the addition of the scalar X is done to euery element of the matrix A~A S~.
Thir is proven in the Appendix. As each element of S is updated by simply multiplying with some non-negative factor, it is gnawdeed that the elenients of S stay non-negative under this update rule. As long tlie initial values of S are all chosen strictly positive, iteration of this updat,e rule is in practice guaranteed to reach the global minimum to any required precision.
LEARNING THE BASIS
In this scction we consider optimizing the objective (3) with respect to both the basis A and the hidden components S, under the stated constraints.
First, we consider the optimization of A only, holding S fixed. Minimizing (3) with respect to A under. the non-neyativity constraint only could be done exactly as in [fl, with a simple multiplicative update rule.
However, the constraint of unit-norm coliinnis of A complicates things. We have not found any similarly efficient update rule that would be guaranteed to decrease the objective while obeying the required constraint. Thus, we here resort to projected gradient descent. Each step is composed of three parts:
Any negative values in A' are set to zero 3. Rescale each column of A' to unit. norm, and then set A'+l = A'.
This combined step consist,s of a gradient descent step (Sbep 1) followed by projection onto the closest point satisfying both the non-negativity and the unit-noim constraints (Steps 2 and 3). This projected gradient step is guarantecd to decrease thc objaztive if thc stcpsizc p > 0 is small enough and we are not already at a local minimum. (hi this case there is no guarantee of rea:hing the globol minimum, doe to the non-cnrivex i:onst,raints.) In the previous section, we gave an update step for S, holding A fixed. Above, u ' e showed trow to updat.e A, holding S fixed. To opt,imiie the objective with respect tan Iioth, we can of course take turns updating A and S. This yields the follon4ng algorithin:
Algorithm for NNSC 1. Initialize A' and So to random strictly positive matrices of the appropriatc dimciisions: and rcscalc cach column of A' to unit norm. Sct t = 0.
2. Itcratc until conwrgcncc: It is not difficult to understand why NMF cannot lmrn all the features. The data X can be pcrfectly dcscribed as a i additive combination of the six single bars (because all double bars can he described as tq'o single bars). Thus, NMF esseiitially achieves t,hr opt,imum (sero reconstruction error) already with 6 features, and there is no way in which an overcomplete representation could iniprove that. .However, wlren sparseness is considered a? in NNSC, it is clear t,liat it is useful to have double bar features because these allow a sparser description of sudi data patt,erns.
In addition to these simulations, n'e have performed experiments with natural image data, reported elsewhere 13, 41. These confirm our belief that sparseness is important when learning non-negative representat,ioiis from data.
RELATION TO OTHER WORK
In addition to the tight connection to linear sparse coding [Z, 8 1 and nonnegative matrix fact,orization 16, 7, 91, this method is intimately related to independent component analysis 151. In fact, when the fixed-norm constraint, is placed 011 t,he rows of S instead of the columns of A, the objective (3) could be directly interpret.ed as t,he negat,ive joint log-posterior of the basis vectors and components, given the data X, in the noisy ICA model [4] . This connection is valid when the independent components are assumed to have exponential distributions, and of course t.he basis vectors are assumed to be non-negative as well.
Othcr researchers have also recently considered thc constraint of nonnegat.ivity in tlie cositext. of ICA. In particular, Plnrnbley [ll] has considered estimation of t,he noiseless ICA model (ait,h qual dimeosionality of components and observations) in the case of non-negative compoueIlts. On the other h a d , Parra et al. [lo] considered estimatiou of the IC.4 model where the basis (but not the components) was constrained to ht! lion-negative. The main novelty of the present work is tlie applicatioii of the non-negativity coilst,raints in t,he sparse coding framework, and the simple yet efficient algorit.hm developed to estimate t,he component,s.
CONCLUSIONS
hi this paper, we have defined non-negative sparse coding a s a combinat.ion of sparse coding with the coust.rahits of nownegative matrix factorizat,ion. Although this is esscntially a special casc of the general sparse coding frame work, we believe that the proposcd constraints can hc important for learning part,s-bascd representations from non-negative data. In addition, the constraints allow a vcry simple yet cfficient algorithm for estimating the hidden c.oniponents.
APPENDIX
To prove Theorem 1, first not.e that. the objective (3) is separable in t.he u)lumns of S so that. cadi column can be optimized without considering the others. We nay thus consider the problem for the case of a single column. denoted S. The correspoiidirrg r.olurrrrr of X is denoted x, giving the objective
The proof will folloa closely t,he proof given in [7] for t,he case X = 0.
(Note that in [7] , the notat,ion 1) = x, W = A and /i, = s was used.) We define a11 auxiliary function G(s,s') with the properties that. G(s,s) = F ( s ) arid G(s,s') 2 F ( s ) . We will thcn show that the multiplicative update rule corresponds to setting, at cach iteration: the new state vector to thc values that minimize the auxiliary funct,ion: s'+l = argrninG(s,st).
This is guaranteed not to increase the objective function F , as F(s'+l) 5 G(s'+',s') 5 G(si,si) = F(s').
(7) Following [7], we define the function G r h c r r the diagonal matrix K(s') is defind as It, is import.ant, to note that. the elements of our choice for K are always grcather than or cqud to those of the K used in [ i ] , which is the case where X = 0. It is obvious that G ( s , s ) 
(11)
Lec arid Seung provcd this positive semidefiniteness for the case of X = 0
[ i ] . hi our cay with X > 0, the Inat.rix whose pusit.ive scmidefiniteness is tu be proved is thc same except that a strictly non-negative diagonal matrix has bee11 added (see t.he above cuminent on t,lie choice of K). As a norinegative diagonal matrix is positive semidefinite: aid the suin of two positive semidefinite mat,rices is also positive seinidrfiuite, t,he X = 0 proof in [7] also holds wllr*l X > 0. (15) where c is a vector with all onrs. Solving for Y, t.liis gives which is the desired update rulc (4). This conipletcs t.hc proof.
It remains t,o be

